Nomination Form
Details of person being nominated
Full Name of Nominee
Organisation
Home Address & Postcode
Tel:
Email:
Date of Birth
Details of person making nomination
Full Name:
Job Title:
Organisation:
Address & Postcode:
Tel:
Email:
In what capacity do you
know the nominee (please
note family members are not
permitted to make
nominations)

Please tick one of the boxes below for the nomination award category
CATEGORY
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Outstanding academic achievement
Improved academic achievement
Citizenship
Sporting ability
Creative ability
Personal development
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Please provide a description in no more than 500 words detailing what the nominee has
achieved and explain why the nominee should be given the award in the chosen category.

I support the nomination of the named person in this application for the Roy Anthony Reid Foundation
Awards. I confirm that the details I have given are accurate to the best of my knowledge. I agree to my
personal details (name, address, phone number, email address, organisation) being held by the Roy
Anthony Reid Foundation in line with the Data Protection Act (1998).
AGREEMENT BY PERSON NOMINATING
Signature:
___________________________________________________________________________________
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I confirm that I have given permission for my personal details (name, address, phone number, email
address and date of birth) to be shared with and stored by the Roy Anthony Reid Foundation in line with
the Data Protection Act (1998) and that this constitutes my agreement to be nominated for an award. I
understand that I will be contacted by the Roy Anthony Reid Foundation, should I be shortlisted for an
award.
AGREEMENT BY NOMINEE
Signature:
_______________________________________________________________________________

Please return the completed application before the deadline on 26th May 2017 to:
Email:royareidfoundation@gmail.com
For further information:
Sonia Moore
Julian Moore
Stacy Nkwor

07398759574
07961 767046
07426 392041
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Explanation of RARF Awards Categories

Outstanding Academic Achievement Academic excellence
Children and young people achieving consistently outstanding outcomes in a learning
environment. The nominee may demonstrate particular talents or abilities in a specific area
of academic or creative activity or across a broad spectrum of subject areas.
Improved Academic Achievement
The nominee will have shown considerable improvement in their standard of work and
achievement over a period of time in a learning environment. This may be demonstrated
through one or more of the following:
Improved attendance
Devoting increased time for coursework and/or revision
Recognising weakness in any subjects or study skills and seeking and utilising appropriate
help and support
Sustained commitment to study to ensure progress was achievable
Outstanding Citizenship Achievement
Being a good citizen means being willing to work hard and help others, being responsible;
e.g. being a young carer or peer mentor, being respectful and helping others in the
community. Being a good citizen means being of service to one’s own family, friends and
community group.
The nominee will demonstrate involvement in services to their personal or wider
community and sustained social responsibility.
Outstanding Sporting Achievement
This nominee will have achieved significant success on an amateur and/or professional local,
county or national level in a sporting activity. A list of Sport England recognised sporting
activities is included here as guidance: https://www.sportengland.org/media/10266/ukrecognised-ngbs-and-sport-list-april-2016.pdf. This list is not exhaustive, however, and the
Roy Anthony Reid Foundation will consider outstanding achievement in alternative sporting
activities that demonstrate a sustained commitment to improving physical ability.
Outstanding Creative Ability
Creativity is about expression. Creativity involves being imaginative and original. Creativity
is the ability to challenge, question and explore. It involves taking risks, playing with ideas,
keeping an open mind and making connections.
The outcome of creativity is of value - it can provide enjoyment to the creator or to others.
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The nominee will demonstrate outstanding creative ability through either of/a combination
of the mediums of music, drama, art, craft, dance or writing.
Personal Development and Growth
While we are aware that all people undergo personal development tasks as a matter of
course, this award acknowledges that some individuals have had to overcome significant
personal challenges and adversity in their lives in order to attain a sense of purpose, selfconfidence and belonging.
The nominee will demonstrate that he or she has developed skills in one or more of the
following:



Developed a sense of purpose, strengths, talents and interests
Aimed for and strived to achieve through hard work and a desire to learn



Developed increased self confidence, self respect and respect for others over time



Demonstrated exceptional empathetic skills – understanding the needs of others



Developed better communication skills



Seeking opportunities to aid personal development e.g. attending college, training
courses, etc.
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